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Abstract 
Middle-aged and older adults are frequently victims and witnesses of crime, but knowledge 
of how identification performance changes over the adult lifespan is sparse. We asked young 
(18–30 years), middle-aged (31–59 years) and older (60–95 years) adults (N = 2,670) to 
watch a video of a mock crime and to attempt to identify the culprit from a fair lineup (in 
which all of the lineup members matched the appearance of the suspect) or an unfair lineup 
(in which the suspect stood out). We also asked subjects to provide confidence ratings for 
their identification decisions. To examine identification performance, we used a standard 
response-type analysis, receiver operating characteristic analysis, and signal-detection 
process modeling. The results revealed that, in fair lineups, aging was associated with a 
genuine decline in recognition ability—discriminability—and not an increased willingness to 
choose. Perhaps most strikingly, middle-aged and older adults were generally effective at 
regulating their confidence judgments to reflect the likely accuracy of their suspect 
identification decisions. Model-fitting confirmed that the older adults spread their decision 
criteria such that identifications made with high confidence were likely to be highly accurate, 
despite the substantial decline in discriminability with age. In unfair lineups, ability to 
discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects was poor in all age groups. Our research 
enhances theoretical understanding of the ways in which identification behavior changes with 
age, and has important practical implications for how legal decision-makers should interpret 
identifications made by middle-aged and older eyewitnesses. 
Keywords: eyewitness identification, aging, discriminability, response bias, confidence 
and accuracy 
Word count: 8,698 
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A Signal-Detection Analysis of Eyewitness Identification Across the Adult Lifespan 
Imagine that you are a police officer investigating a crime. You have only one witness, 
a 69-year-old, whose ability to recognize the culprit is critical for your case. How might your 
witness’s ability to make an accurate identification from a lineup be different to that of a 
young or middle-aged adult? Now imagine that you are a judge deliberating the verdict. Can 
you trust the identification made by this older witness to the same extent that you might trust 
an identification made by a younger witness? In nearly every country, the proportion of 
people aged 60 and over is growing faster than any other age group (World Health 
Organization, 2015), and middle-aged and older adults are frequently witnesses or victims of 
crime (e.g., Acierno et al., 2010; Willoughby, 2015). Yet, knowledge of how eyewitness 
identification performance changes with age is limited (Fitzgerald & Price, 2015). In this 
study, we aimed to learn more about eyewitness identification behavior in middle-aged and 
older adults by examining their ability to identify culprits and gauge the accuracy of their 
identification decisions. 
A lineup usually contains one police suspect who is either guilty (i.e., the real culprit) 
or innocent, and a number of other lineup members, called foils, who are known to be 
innocent. Many eyewitness identification studies have shown that older adults make more 
mistakes in lineup tasks than do young adults. Older adults are more likely than young adults, 
for instance, to make an incorrect identification when the real culprit is not in the lineup (see 
Bartlett & Memon, 2007, for a review). Early studies also found that older adults are more 
likely to select a person from a lineup than are their young counterparts (see Sporer & 
Martschuk, 2014, for a review). As a result many researchers have, explicitly or implicitly, 
suggested that the age-related decline in identification accuracy occurs because older adults 
are too willing to make an identification decision (e.g., Sporer & Martschuk, 2014; Wilcock, 
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Bull, & Vrij, 2005). However, attempts to reduce older adults’ false identification rates—by 
reducing proclivity to choose—have not been effective in eradicating the age-related deficit 
in performance (Memon & Gabbert, 2003; Rose, Bull, & Vrij, 2005; Wilcock et al., 2005). It 
seems that an increased willingness to choose with age is not the whole story. 
Indeed, there are good reasons to expect that aging is associated with a genuine decline 
in recognition accuracy—also known as discriminability—and not just an increased 
willingness to choose. Healthy aging is associated with a number of changes in memory 
function, but one prominent theory suggests that people become increasingly reliant on 
familiarity with age and this tendency promotes memory errors (Healy, Light, & Chung, 
2005; Searcy, Bartlett, & Memon, 1999). According to dual-process accounts of memory, 
recognition is based on two processes: recollection and familiarity (see Mandler, 1980, and 
Yonelinas, 2002, for reviews). Recollection involves retrieving specific contextual 
information about the original stimulus, such as source, time, place, thoughts and feelings, 
whereas familiarity is a sense that the stimulus has previously been encountered without 
retrieving any contextual details. Evidence from several different paradigms including 
old/new word recognition studies (Dywan & Jacoby, 1990; Jacoby, 1999; Jennings & Jacoby, 
1997), face recognition studies (Bartlett & Fulton, 1991; Bartlett, Strater, & Fulton, 1991; 
Edmonds, Glisky, Bartlett, & Rapcsak, 2012), and lineup tasks (Searcy et al., 1999, Searcy, 
Bartlett, & Memon 2000; Searcy, Bartlett, Memon, & Swanson, 2001), suggest that older 
adults have deficits in recollecting diagnostic source specific information and, as a result, are 
more reliant on less diagnostic familiarity processes than are their younger counterparts.  
What does this mean for older adults’ ability to discriminate between who is innocent 
and who is guilty in a lineup? Faces in a lineup are highly homogenous (Diamond & Carey, 
1986), so even faces that have never been seen before could evoke a feeling of familiarity 
(Bartlett, Hurry, & Thorley, 1984; Young, Hay, McWeeny, Flude, & Ellis, 1985). Because 
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older adults are poorer at recollecting diagnostic details associated with a previously seen 
face, they may rely on familiarity to a greater extent than young adults, thereby making it 
harder for them to tell if a person in the lineup is innocent or guilty. 
Indeed, face recognition studies show that discriminability declines with age (e.g., 
Fulton & Bartlett, 1991; Lamont, Stewart-Williams, & Podd, 2005). Three meta-analyses of 
lineup research have shown that, compared to young adults, older adults make more false 
identifications when the culprit is not in the lineup, but also fewer correct identifications 
when the culprit is in the lineup (Bartlett, 2014; Fitzgerald & Price, 2015; Sporer & 
Martschuk, 2014). Only three studies, however, have directly measured young and older 
adults’ ability to discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects as well as their 
willingness to identify the suspect. One study calculated overall choosing rate and signal-
detection estimates of discrimination (d') and response bias (c) for 21 published lineup 
studies. The authors concluded that while older adults do choose from lineups at a higher rate 
than young adults, it was an impaired ability to discriminate between innocent and guilty 
suspects that hindered older adults’ performance (Fitzgerald & Price, 2015; see also Wylie, 
Bergt, Haby, Brank, & Bornstein, 2015). By contrast, Key et al. (2015) measured people’s 
ability to discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects in fair lineups (where the foils 
matched the appearance of the suspect) and unfair lineups (where the suspect stood out 
because the foils did not match the appearance of the suspect) using receiver operating 
characteristic (ROC) analysis. Surprisingly, Key et al. found no difference between their 
young and older samples on either lineup type. 
If people’s ability to discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects declines with 
age, should the Criminal Justice System disregard identifications made by older, or even 
middle-aged, adults? Somewhat surprisingly, merely knowing that older adults have lower 
discriminability does not provide us with the information needed to answer that question. To 
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answer that question, we need to consider whether older adults can assess the likely accuracy 
of their memories and assign appropriate confidence judgments (Mickes, 2015). That is, do 
older adults express high confidence in their decision when their answer is correct, and lower 
confidence when their answer is incorrect, and do they do so to the same degree as younger 
people? If they do, then a high-confidence identification from an older adult would be as 
trustworthy as a high-confidence identification from a younger adult even though older adults 
exhibit reduced discriminability. 
Gauging the Accuracy of Identifications 
Eyewitness research on confidence judgments in older adults is mixed. Some lineup 
studies have found that accuracy and confidence are better correlated in young people than in 
older people (Adams-Price, 1992; Memon, Hope, Bartlett, & Bull, 2002; Wylie et al., 2015), 
and a recent review concluded that confidence should not be used as a proxy for accuracy in 
older adults (Erickson, Lampinen, & Moore, 2015). Also, older adults often make high-
confidence errors (Dodson, Bawa, & Krueger, 2007; Dodson, Bawa, & Slotnick, 2007; 
Dodson & Krueger, 2006), and older adults who rate their memory self-efficacy as higher are 
more likely to make false identifications (Searcy et al., 2000; Searcy et al., 2001). These 
studies may indicate that older adults tend to be over-confident in the validity of weaker 
memory signals—they may fail to adjust their confidence judgments appropriately to reflect 
their lower likelihood of accuracy.  
However, it may be premature to conclude that older adults are unable to assign 
appropriate confidence judgments. Many of the lineup studies (e.g., Adams-Price, 1992; 
Memon et al., 2002; Wylie et al., 2015) have calculated the correlation coefficient, yet a low 
correlation coefficient does not necessarily indicate a poor relationship between confidence 
and accuracy (Juslin, Olsson, & Winman, 1996). Correlation coefficients reflect the 
relationship between categorical confidence judgments (0, 10, 20, etc.) and binary accuracy 
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(correct or incorrect). When displayed in a graph, confidence is plotted on the x-axis and 
accuracy (correct or incorrect) on the y-axis, and each point represents the confidence and 
accuracy of one person. Correlation coefficients fit a straight line through these data, and the 
distribution of confidence judgments heavily influences the line. Subjects’ confidence 
judgments in empirical studies usually fall within a restricted range (i.e., the distribution of 
confidence judgments is unimodal) and this serves to underestimate the relationship between 
confidence and accuracy (Juslin et al., 1996; D. S. Lindsay, Read, & Sharma, 1998). 
Furthermore, because accuracy is plotted as a binary outcome for each person, correlation 
coefficients do not provide information about the likely accuracy of an identification made 
with a particular level of confidence (Brewer & Wells, 2006; Juslin et al., 1996). A more 
suitable statistical technique for testing whether people can assess the likely accuracy of their 
memories is to plot their average accuracy at different levels of confidence—that is, plot 
confidence-accuracy curves. Only this technique reveals the likely accuracy of an 
identification made with a particular level of confidence. It also remains unaffected by the 
distribution of confidence judgments because average accuracy (i.e., probability of a correct 
identification decision) at a particular level of confidence is the same, regardless of the 
number of identifications made at that level of confidence (Brewer, Keast, & Rishworth, 
2002; Brewer & Wells, 2006; Juslin et el., 1996; Mickes, 2015). 
To our knowledge, Key et al. (2015) is the only study to have plotted confidence-
accuracy curves for young and older adults in an eyewitness identification paradigm. When 
older adults made suspect identifications with the highest level of confidence, they were as 
likely to be correct as were young adults. This finding should be interpreted with caution, 
though, because the young and older groups were also equivalent in discriminability, so this 
study does not tell us whether older adults can assess the accuracy of their memories to the 
same extent as young adults when their memory ability is worse. Nevertheless, many other 
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eyewitness studies have found that older adults tend to assign lower confidence ratings to 
their identification decisions on average than young adults, which may suggest that older 
adults are aware that they are less accurate (Goodsell, Neuschatz, & Gronlund, 2009; Memon 
et al., 2002; Neuschatz et al., 2005; Searcy et al., 2001; Wylie et al., 2015; but see Havard & 
Memon, 2009; Searcy et al., 1999). If middle-aged and older adults are able to gauge the 
likely accuracy of their memories, then they should be as accurate as young adults at each 
level of confidence, despite any decline in memory ability that occurs with age. 
The Current Study 
We aimed to answer two questions: [1] Is the age-related decline in accurate 
identification decisions due to an increased willingness to make an identification, a decline in 
discriminability, or both? [2] Are middle-aged and older adults able to gauge the likely 
accuracy of their identification decisions to the same extent as young adults? To answer these 
questions, we extended Colloff et al. (2016), which examined fair versus unfair lineup 
techniques for suspects with distinctive features (e.g., scars, piercings; see also Zarkadi, 
Wade, & Stewart, 2009). In Colloff et al.’s study, subjects watched one of four videos 
(carjacking, graffiti, mugging, theft) in which different distinctive culprits committed a non-
violent mock crime. After a short delay, subjects were presented with a lineup constructed 
using one of four techniques and made an identification decision (see Figure 1). Lineups 
either contained the culprit (target-present) or did not (target-absent). Subjects performed 
similarly on the three fair lineup techniques, and all three fair lineup techniques enhanced 
subjects’ ability to discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects in comparison with 
unfair lineups in which the suspect was the only person in the lineup with the distinctive 
feature. In the current study, we combined a subset of Colloff et al.’s data with newly 
collected data and we planned to collapse the data over the three fair lineup techniques. Data 
collection for both studies occurred within a nine-month period. 
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Method 
Subjects 
Older Adults. We collected data from 1,285 subjects aged over 60 by contacting 
University of the Third Age groups from around the UK. Subjects were not paid, but were 
offered the chance to learn about the research. We excluded subjects who failed to report 
their age (n = 4), experienced technical difficulties (n = 38), stated they had seen the video 
before (n = 9), or incorrectly answered an attention check question (n = 10). Colloff et al. 
(2016) included 8,925 subjects aged between 16 and 91. Of these, 346 subjects were aged 
over 60. We added these to our cleaned older sample (n = 1,224) to make a total of 1,570 
older adults. 
 Young and Middle-aged Adults. We randomly sampled 1,570 people aged 18-30 and 
1,570 people aged 31-59 from Colloff et al.’s (2016) dataset. To the extent possible, we 
matched the young and middle-aged samples with our older sample on gender and ethnicity 
in each condition. 
 Final Sample. Although we initially planned to analyze the data from all four videos, 
ultimately, we only analyzed the data from the graffiti and mugging videos because 
identification performance for the other two videos was very low for young subjects, and at 
floor for older subjects (see online supplemental materials). Limiting the analysis to the 
graffiti and mugging videos resulted in a final sample size of 890 older adults (163 from 
Colloff et al., 2016, and 727 new recruits; see online supplement for background performance 
measures), and 890 middle-aged adults and 890 young adults from Colloff et al. Table 1 
shows a demographic breakdown of the final sample. There were between 89 and 117 
subjects in each of the eight cells of the design. The Department of Psychology Research 
Ethics Committee, University of Warwick, approved this research. 
Materials 
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Each video was 30 s in length. In the graffiti scenario, a White male culprit in his early-
20s with severe bruising around his right eye approaches a wall while shaking a can of spray 
paint. He checks for witnesses, and then paints “UNI SUCKS” on the wall. In the mugging 
scenario, a White male culprit in his early-20s with a facial tattoo on his right cheek 
approaches and instructs another White male in his late-20s to give him his phone. When the 
victim refuses, the culprit pushes the victim, snatches the phone and runs away. 
Target-present lineups contained the culprit (i.e., the guilty suspect) and five foils, and 
target-absent lineups contained six foils. Each culprit (one from each video) had a pool of 40 
foil faces matching their description, and lineups were randomly generated from these pools 
(see Colloff et al., 2016, for details about lineup materials and checks). Randomly generated 
lineups ensure that the findings are not limited to the idiosyncrasies of a small number of 
guilty-innocent suspect pairs, and do not require fairness and bias measures which are known 
to be unstable (Mansour, Beaudry, Kalmet, Bertrand, & Lindsay, in press). For replication 
lineups, the culprit’s distinctive feature (i.e., black-eye or tattoo) had been digitally added to 
each foil in the pool. For pixelation lineups, the culprit’s feature had been concealed by 
pixelating the area, and the same area had been pixelated on each foil in the pool. For block 
lineups, the culprit’s feature had been concealed by overlaying the area with a solid black 
rectangle, and the same area had been covered with the same shape on each foil in the pool. 
In target-present do-nothing (unfair) lineups, the culprit’s feature was visible and the foils 
had no distinctive features. In target-absent do-nothing lineups, one foil had the culprit’s 
distinctive feature (i.e., the innocent suspect), while the remaining five foils had no 
distinctive features (see Figure 1). 
Procedure 
The eyewitness memory procedure was identical to that of Colloff et al. (2016). 
Subjects completed the study online and were told that the study was about “Personality and 
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Perception”. Subjects first watched the mock crime video and were instructed to pay close 
attention because they would be asked questions about it later. Subjects were asked if they 
had encountered any technical problems while watching the video. Next, the 8-min filler task 
began: subjects were given three questionnaires and an anagram puzzle. They were then 
asked to indicate their confidence that they would be able to recognize the culprit from the 
video.1 Following this, subjects were asked to attempt to identify the culprit, and they were 
warned that the culprit “may or may not be present.” The lineup images were presented 
simultaneously in an array of two rows of three photos. The position of the lineup members 
in the array was randomly determined for each subject. Subjects had to click on the face who 
they believed was the culprit, or click on a button labeled “Not Present” if they believed the 
culprit was not in the lineup. Subjects rated their confidence in their decision, using a 100-
point Likert-type scale (1 = Completely Uncertain to 100 = Completely Certain), and then 
answered an attention check question (“What happened in the video that you watched?”) and 
some demographic questions. 
Results 
We examined subjects’ identification responses, conducted ROC analysis and fit a 
signal-detection process model of identification performance (Wixted & Mickes, 2014). We 
also plotted confidence-accuracy curves. Preliminary analyses confirmed that subjects 
performed similarly on the three fair lineups (see online supplement). Therefore, within each 
age group, we collapsed the data over the replication, pixelation and block lineups. 
Identification Responses 
We calculated the proportion of suspect identifications, foil identifications and lineup 
rejections (i.e., “Not Present” responses) in the fair and unfair lineups. Figure 2 shows the 
identification responses made by the young, middle-aged and older adults in (A) target-
present and (B) target-absent lineups, as a function of lineup type. The number of innocent 
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suspect identifications in the unfair target-absent lineups was the number of times the lineup 
member with the distinctive feature was identified. We estimated the number of innocent 
suspect identifications in the fair target-absent lineups by dividing the number of false 
identifications in target-absent lineups by the number of lineup members (i.e., six; Brewer & 
Wells, 2006; Mickes, 2015). We estimated the number of foil identifications by dividing the 
total number of false identifications by six (the number of lineup members), and then 
multiplying by five (the number of lineup members that were not the innocent suspect). In a 
completely fair target-absent lineup, this estimation technique returns the same mean estimate 
of the number of innocent suspect identifications as pre-designating a single individual to be 
the innocent suspect (Wixted & Wells, 2016). 
We used hierarchical loglinear analysis to examine the identification responses. In 
loglinear analysis, a two-way interaction indicates that there is a relationship between two of 
the variables and is conceptually similar to a main effect in a linear model (e.g., ANOVA). 
Statistical significance is assessed using standardized residuals (z-scores), which are the 
difference between the frequencies observed and the frequencies that would be expected if 
there were no relationship between the variables (Field, Miles, & Field, 2012). 
Target-present lineups. Figure 2A shows that there was a decline in the number of 
accurate responses with age. A 3 (age: young, middle-aged, older) × 2 (lineup type: fair, 
unfair) × 3 (identification response: guilty suspect, foil, incorrect rejection) hierarchical 
loglinear analysis revealed a significant two-way interaction, indicating that age influenced 
identification responses, χ² (4, N = 1,359) = 30.82, p < .001 (likelihood ratio: χ² (8) = 37.10, p 
< .001). All three age groups made a similar number of lineup rejections, but the number of 
guilty suspect identifications decreased and the number of foil identifications increased with 
age. Older adults made fewer guilty suspect identifications (z = –2.98, p < .01) but more foil 
identifications (z = 2.59, p < .01) than expected, and young adults made more guilty suspect 
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identifications (z = 2.29, p < .05) and fewer foil identifications (z = –1.95, p > .05) than 
expected. Three 2 (age) × 2 (identification response: guilty suspect, foil) two-way chi-square 
analyses indicated that when subjects made a selection from the lineup, older adults were 
1.71 times more likely to identify a foil than middle-aged adults, χ² (1, N = 668) = 11.76, p < 
.001, OR = 1.71, 95% CI [1.24, 2.37], and 2.15 times more likely to identify a foil than 
young adults, χ² (1, N = 676) = 23.42, p < .001, OR = 2.15, 95% CI [1.56, 2.99]. But middle-
aged adults were not significantly more likely to identify a foil than young adults, χ² (1, N = 
692) = 2.03, p = .15, OR = 1.26, 95% CI [0.91, 1.75]. In short, older subjects made more 
incorrect identifications and fewer correct identifications in target-present lineups than 
middle-aged and young subjects. 
The loglinear analysis also revealed a significant two-way interaction indicating that 
lineup technique influenced identification responses, χ² (4, N = 1,356) = 112.05, p < .001 
(likelihood ratio: χ² (6) = 118.33, p < .001). Fair lineups led to fewer guilty suspect 
identifications (z = –3.76, p < .001), but more foil identifications (z = 3.04, p < .01) and more 
rejections (z = 1.82, p > .05) than expected. Conversely, unfair lineups led to more guilty 
suspect identifications (z = 6.52, p < .001), but fewer foil identifications (z = –5.27, p < .001) 
and fewer rejections (z = –3.15, p < .01) than expected. Specifically, subjects were 3.80 times 
more likely to make a correct identification in the unfair lineups compared to the fair lineups, 
χ² (1, N = 1,356) = 104.72, p < .001, OR = 3.80, 95% CI [2.90, 5.00]. This suggests that when 
the guilty suspect stood out, subjects in all age groups identified the guilty suspect instead of 
identifying another foil or rejecting the lineup. 
Target-absent lineups. Figure 2B shows that there was a decline in the number of 
accurate (reject) responses with age. We conducted a 3 (age: young, middle-aged, older) × 2 
(lineup type: fair, unfair) × 3 (identification response: innocent suspect, foil, correct rejection) 
hierarchical loglinear analysis. The two-way interaction between age and identification 
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response did not reach statistical significance, χ² (4, N = 1,311) = 7.36, p = .11 (likelihood 
ratio: χ² (8) = 14.31, p = .07), but the numerical trends indicated that older adults tended to 
make fewer rejections but more foil identifications than expected, and young adults tended to 
make more rejections and fewer foil identifications than expected. 
The loglinear analysis revealed a significant two-way interaction indicating that lineup 
type influenced identification responses, χ² (4, N = 1,311) = 155.01, p < .001 (likelihood 
ratio: χ² (6) = 162.37, p < .001). Although fair and unfair lineups led to a similar number of 
lineup rejections (fair: z = 0.71, p > .05; unfair: z = –1.40, p > .05), fair lineups led to fewer 
innocent suspect identifications (z = –5.38, p < .001), but more foil identifications (z = 2.65, p 
< .01) than expected. Conversely, unfair lineups led to more innocent suspect identifications 
(z = 10.63, p < .001), but fewer foil identifications (z = –5.25, p < .001) than expected. 
Specifically, when subjects made an identification, they were 13.96 times more likely to 
identify the innocent suspect in the unfair lineups compared to the fair lineups, χ² (1, N = 
875) = 259.45, p < .001, OR = 13.96, 95% CI [9.69, 20.34]. This suggests that when the 
innocent suspect stood out, subjects in all age groups shifted their identifications from the 
other lineup members onto the innocent suspect. 
In sum, our results indicate that the number of erroneous identifications increased with 
age. Unfair lineups also led to more correct identifications in target-present lineups but more 
incorrect identifications of innocent suspects in target-absent lineups, in all age groups. 
ROC Analysis 
Next, we conducted ROC analysis to investigate whether the patterns of identification 
responses were due to changes in subjects’ ability to discriminate between guilty and 
innocent suspects, or subjects’ willingness to identify the suspect. Traditional methods of 
assessing identification accuracy (e.g., by calculating proportions of identifications) confound 
discriminability and response bias (e.g., Mickes, Flowe, & Wixted, 2012; Wixted & Mickes, 
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2012). ROC analysis, by contrast, is a theory-free technique that (when applied to studying 
eyewitness performance) plots correct and incorrect identification rates over decreasing 
levels of confidence (Gronlund, Wixted, & Mickes, 2014). Confidence is used as a proxy for 
willingness to choose, so ROC analysis allows us to measure ability to discriminate, 
independently from willingness to choose (National Research Council, 2014). For fair 
lineups, ROC analysis can be thought of as measuring either the ability to discriminate guilty 
suspects from innocent suspects, or the ability to discriminate guilty suspects from foils. This 
is because when the lineup is fair, innocent suspect identifications and foil identifications are 
one and the same. However, for unfair lineups, it is necessary to define which 
discriminability one wishes to measure. One can measure the ability to discriminate [1] guilty 
suspects from innocent suspects, [2] guilty suspects from foils, or [3] innocent suspects from 
foils. The most important question for applied purposes concerns the ability to discriminate 
between guilty and innocent suspects, because suspect identifications can result in criminal 
proceedings, whereas foil identifications do not. Thus, we constructed an ROC that measures 
ability to discriminate between guilty and innocent suspects, but all three discriminability 
measures are estimated when we fit a theoretical model to our data (see online supplement). 
To construct our ROC curves, we collapsed our data to an 11-point confidence scale by 
rounding subjects’ confidence ratings to the nearest 10, so that each ROC curve would have 
11 operating points of decreasing confidence (100, 90, 80 etc.). We calculated the correct 
identification rate (hit rate; HR) and the false identification rate (false alarm rate; FAR) for 
each level of decreasing confidence, such that the first HR/FAR pair (plotted on the lower left 
of each curve) was calculated using subjects who had made an identification with a 
confidence of 100, the second HR/FAR pair included subjects who had made an 
identification with a confidence of 100 or 90, and so forth. HR was the number of guilty 
suspect identifications ÷ number of target-present lineups. FAR was the number of innocent 
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suspect identifications ÷ number of target-absent lineups. Again, the number of innocent 
suspect identifications in unfair lineups was the number of times the lineup member with the 
distinctive feature was identified. We estimated the number of innocent suspect 
identifications in fair target-absent lineups by dividing the number of false identifications by 
the number of lineup members, that is, six. Figure 3 shows the ROC curves for the fair and 
unfair lineups in the young, middle-aged and older subjects. 
To statistically compare the ROC curves, we used the statistical package pROC to 
calculate the partial Area Under the Curve (pAUC) and D, a measure of effect size: D = 
(AUC1 – AUC2)/s, where s is the standard error of the difference between the two AUCs and 
is estimated using bootstrapping (Robin et al., 2011).2 
Fair lineups. Taken together, the results for the fair lineups in Figure 3 suggest that 
ability to discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects declined with age. The pAUC for 
the older adults (pAUC = 0.016, 95% CI: 0.011, 0.021) was not significantly smaller than the 
pAUC for the middle-aged adults (pAUC = 0.024, 95% CI: 0.017, 0.031, D = 1.65, p = .10), 
but it was significantly smaller than the pAUC for the young adults (pAUC = 0.028, 95% CI: 
0.022, 0.036, D = 2.68, p = .007). The pAUC for the middle-aged adults was smaller than the 
pAUC for the young adults, but not significantly so (D = 0.92 p = .36). 
Unfair lineups. Considering the unfair lineups in Figure 3, however, the ROC curves 
for each age group are largely overlapping and close to the dashed chance line. Thus, ability 
to discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects in unfair lineups was similar, and poor, 
in all age groups. The pAUC for the older adults (pAUC = 0.008, 95% CI: 0.003, 0.016) was 
similar to the pAUC for both the middle-aged (pAUC = 0.010, 95% CI: 0.005, 0.021, D = 
0.37, p = .71) and the young adults (pAUC = 0.008, 95% CI: 0.005, 0.018, D = 0.05, p = .96). 
The pAUC for the middle-aged adults was also similar to the pAUC for the young adults (D 
= 0.37, p = .71). All three age groups were less able to distinguish between innocent and 
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guilty suspects in the unfair lineups than in the fair lineups. The pAUC for the unfair lineups 
was significantly smaller than the pAUC for the fair lineups in the young (D = 3.94, p < 
.001), middle-aged (D = 2.53, p = .01), and older adults (D = 1.96, p = .05). Finally, Figure 3 
shows that the ROC curves for the unfair lineups shifted to the right of the ROC curves for 
the fair lineups, reflecting an increase in both correct and false identifications. In line with the 
identification response analysis, this indicates that subjects of all ages were more willing to 
identify the suspect when he was the only person in the lineup with the distinctive feature. 
In sum, the ROC results indicate that ability to discriminate between guilty and 
innocent suspects declined with age in fair lineups, but all age groups were poor at sorting 
guilty and innocent suspects into their appropriate categories in unfair lineups. All subjects 
were more willing to identify the suspect in unfair lineups compared to fair lineups. 
Modeling 
To further test these conclusions, we fit a signal-detection process model to our data 
(Wixted & Mickes, 2014). The results of our model fitting aligned with the results of our 
ROC analyses (see online supplement)3, indicating that the findings of our atheoretical pAUC 
analysis map onto measures of underlying memory discriminability (cf. Lampinen, 2016). 
Here we limit our discussion to our findings when we fit the model to the fair lineups because 
this also furthers our theoretical understanding of how identification behavior changes with 
age. The model accounts for all identification decisions: suspect identifications, foil 
identifications and lineup rejections in both target-present and target-absent lineups. 
Therefore, the model fitting helps us to understand witnesses’ decision-making processes and 
illustrates how willingness to make identifications (i.e., placement of the decision criterion) 
changes with differences in discriminability (Palmer & Brewer, 2012). 
The model assumes that when a witness views the faces in a lineup, each face has some 
memory strength value (i.e., degree of familiarity). Guilty suspects, innocent suspects and 
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foils each have memory strength values with Gaussian distributions and means of µguilty, 
µinnocent, and µfoil, respectively. In a fair lineup, the innocent suspect is not more similar to the 
guilty suspect than the other foils, so µinnocent = µfoil. Therefore, the model for a fair lineup 
consists of two distributions: one for guilty suspects (µguilty), and one for innocent suspects 
and foils (µinnocent). µguilty lies higher on the decision axis than µinnocent because, on average, 
guilty suspects are associated with a greater memory strength (i.e., feel more familiar) than 
innocent suspects and foils who have not been seen before. The distance between the µguilty 
and µinnocent distributions (d') measures subjects’ underlying ability to discriminate between 
who is guilty and innocent. Smaller values of d' indicate a greater overlap of the µguilty and 
µinnocent distributions and reflect poorer discriminability (see Figure 4). 
The model also assumes that there is a set of response criteria that reflect different 
levels of confidence. To limit the number of parameters, we collapsed our data from the 11-
point confidence scale used in the ROC analysis (0, 10, etc.), down to a 5-point scale: 0-20 
(c1), 30-40 (c2), 50-60 (c3), 70-80 (c4), and 90-100 (c5). These confidence intervals ensured: 
[a] a similar number of identification decisions at each confidence level in each condition, 
and [b] consistency throughout our analyses because we also used these intervals to construct 
confidence-accuracy plots. The model assumes that the lineup is rejected if no face is familiar 
enough to exceed the lowest decision criterion (c1). Conversely, an identification is made 
when the familiarity of one or more faces exceeds c1, and the face with the highest familiarity 
value is identified. The confidence in the identification is determined by the highest criterion 
that is exceeded. 
If the increase in erroneous identifications with age is due to impairment in underlying 
theoretical discriminability, then there should be a greater overlap of the guilty and innocent 
distributions (i.e., d' should decline) with age. However, if the increase in erroneous 
identifications with age is due to more liberal responding, then there should be a marked 
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leftward shift of the decision criteria (i.e., c1 through c5 should decline) with age. The data 
contained 15 degrees of freedom, corresponding to the 5 levels of confidence for guilty 
suspect identifications and foil identifications in target-present lineups, and the 5 levels of 
confidence for foil identifications in target-absent lineups. Once these response frequencies 
were known, the number of rejections made in target-present and target-absent lineups was 
fixed. The model had 6 free parameters (µguilty, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5) because we fixed µinnocent to 0 
and set the standard deviations for each distribution to 1, for simplicity. Thus, the fit had 15 – 
6 = 9 degrees of freedom. 
We fit the model to our data by minimizing the chi-square goodness-of-fit statistic. 
Table 2 shows our observed data and the values predicted by the best-fitting model, while 
Table 3 shows best-fitting parameters and the chi-square goodness-of-fit statistics. Table 2 
shows that the model proficiently captured the trends in our data, and this is reflected in the 
(non-significant) chi-square goodness-of-fit statistics in the left-hand column (full model) of 
Table 3.4 Figure 5 displays the best-fitting parameters for all age groups. The overlap in the 
guilty and innocent distributions increases (i.e., d' declines) with age. Interestingly, the 
response criteria also spread out on the decision axis from young to older subjects—this trend 
is more easily observed by considering the confidence parameter estimates for the young and 
older adults displayed in the left-hand column (full model) of Table 3. Larger estimates 
correspond to more conservative confidence criterion settings, whereas smaller estimates 
correspond to more liberal confidence criterion settings. Compared to young adults, older 
adults set their high-confidence criteria (i.e., c4 and c5) in a slightly more conservative 
position, but place their remaining criteria (i.e., c1, c2, c3) in a more liberal position. A similar 
pattern has been observed when memory strength is manipulated in studies of younger 
subjects and is a natural consequence of a decline in d' (Stretch & Wixted, 1998). 
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Discriminability. To test whether the decline in d' with age was statistically significant, 
we performed three pairwise comparisons: young versus middle-aged, young versus older, 
and middle-aged versus older. We fit the same model, allowing the confidence criteria to 
differ, but we constrained d' to be equal in the two age groups being compared. The overall 
χ2, df and p rows in Table 3 show the full (unconstrained) and constrained model fit statistics. 
Compared to the full model, the constrained model did not provide a significantly worse fit of 
the data for the young and middle-aged comparison, χ² (1) = 1.87, p = .17, but it did provide a 
significantly worse fit of the data for the young and older, χ² (1) = 22.43, p < .001, and 
middle-aged and older comparisons, χ² (1) = 11.31, p < .001. These results indicate that aging 
was accompanied by a decline in theoretical discriminability, but the decline from young to 
middle age was not statistically significant. 
Decision Criteria. To examine how the decision criteria changed with age, we 
compared the criteria settings in the young versus older adults. Figure 6 shows the best-fitting 
confidence criteria parameters. The confidence criteria for the young and older adults were 
linearly related; therefore we fit the same model, but we replaced the 5 confidence parameters 
(c1, c2, c3, c4, c5) for the older adults with a linear transformation of the 5 confidence 
parameters for the young adults. For instance, c1old = a * c1young + b, where a and b are free 
parameters. We allowed d' to differ across the young and older groups. The overall χ2, df and 
p rows in Table 4 show the full (unconstrained confidence parameters) and reduced (linear 
transformation of c1 - c5) model fit statistics. The model fit statistic indicates that the reduced 
(linear transformation of c1 - c5) model fit the data well, but, surprisingly, it provided a 
significantly worse fit of the data than the full model, χ² (3) = 12.70, p = .01. Looking back at 
Figure 6, it is clear that c3 falls slightly away from the line of best fit. Therefore, this one 
criterion could explain why the fit of the reduced model was significantly worse than the fit 
for the full model. To address this, we fit the same linear transformation model, but this time 
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we allowed c3 to vary across the young and old groups. The model fit statistic in Table 4 
indicates that the reduced (linear transformation of c1, c2, c4, c5) model fit the data well, and it 
did not provide a significantly worse fit of the data than the full model, χ² (2) = 3.02, p = .22. 
This suggests that a linear transformation, while allowing c3 to vary, adequately characterized 
the confidence criteria in the young versus older groups. 
Next, we fit the same model, but this time we equated the confidence parameters in the 
young and older groups, setting a = 1 and b = 0. Again, we allowed d' to differ across the 
young and older groups. The overall χ2, df and p rows in Table 4 show the reduced (linear 
transformation of c1, c2, c4, c5) and constrained (equated confidence parameters) model fit 
statistics. Compared to the reduced model, the constrained model provided a significantly 
worse fit of the data, χ² (3) = 15.52, p = .001. This indicates that aging is accompanied by a 
statistically significant change in criteria settings. This change is, generally speaking, linear, 
suggesting that the older adults tend to spread out their decision criteria more than the young 
adults. Setting the high-confidence criteria to more conservative positions, while spreading 
the remaining decision criteria to more liberal positions in this way at least approximates an 
optimal strategy because it means that identifications made with high confidence are likely to 
remain highly accurate, even though there is a general decline in d' (Stretch & Wixted, 1998). 
Thus, this provides preliminary evidence that older adults adjust their criteria in a way that 
maintains a good confidence-accuracy relationship. 
Confidence and Accuracy 
So far, our analyses have illustrated that discriminability declines with age on fair 
lineups, but older adults spread out their decision criteria in a more-or-less optimal manner. 
This suggests that older adults are aware that their memory accuracy is poor and that they 
make adjustments accordingly. Here, we tested this idea more concretely. If middle-aged and 
older subjects realize that their memory is error-prone, they should lower their confidence 
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judgments to reflect their poorer performance and the proportion of correct identifications 
should be similar in all three age groups at each level of confidence. 
To test this, we calculated suspect identification accuracy (guilty suspect identifications 
÷ [guilty suspect identifications + innocent suspect identifications]) separately for each level 
of confidence (100, 90, 80 and so forth, as per Mickes, 2015). We calculated the number of 
innocent suspect identifications in the same way that we did in the ROC analysis. We then 
binned confidence into five categories (0-20, 30-40, 50-60, 70-80, 90-100) to provide more 
stable estimates (e.g., Brewer & Wells, 2006). 
Figure 7A shows the confidence-accuracy curves for fair lineups in the young, middle-
aged and older subjects. The error bars largely overlap, which indicates that the differences in 
suspect identification accuracy between the three age groups at each level of confidence were 
not, on the whole, statistically reliable (e.g., Sauer et al., 2010). Despite being significantly 
poorer at distinguishing between who is guilty and who is innocent than the young and 
middle-aged adults, older adults seem to be reasonably effective at regulating their 
confidence judgments to reflect the likely accuracy of their suspect identification decisions. 
Nevertheless, descriptively speaking, Figure 7A shows that the older adults are slightly less 
accurate at every level of confidence than the young and middle-aged adults. This suggests 
that older adults, while they do adjust their confidence criteria in the appropriate direction, do 
not quite adjust their confidence criteria enough, given their decline in memory ability. For 
example, if we look back at Figure 5, older adults would need to set c5 to a more conservative 
position if they were to be as accurate as the young and middle-aged adults at the highest 
level of confidence (90-100). 
Finally, comparing the fair and unfair lineups in Figure 7B-D, suspect identification 
accuracy was reduced in the unfair lineups in young, middle-aged, and older adults. 
Specifically, within each age group, high-confidence suspect identifications made from unfair 
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lineups were substantially less trustworthy than high-confidence suspect identifications made 
from fair lineups. This suggests that subjects were not aware that their accuracy was poor in 
the unfair lineups and did not adjust their confidence accordingly. 
Discussion 
We asked [1] whether the age-related decline in accurate identification decisions is due 
to an increased willingness to make an identification, a decline in discriminability, or both, 
and [2] whether older and middle-aged adults are able to gauge the likely accuracy of their 
suspect identification decisions and assign appropriate confidence judgments to the same 
extent as young adults. Our findings suggest that aging is associated with a genuine decline in 
ability to discriminate between who is innocent and who is guilty. Remarkably, despite a 
substantial decline in memory ability, older adults were able to gauge the accuracy of their 
suspect identifications, and were, generally speaking, as accurate as the young and middle-
aged adults at each level of confidence. 
At first glance, our results are perhaps unsurprising. Many previous studies have shown 
that older adults make more mistakes on lineups than younger adults (see Bartlett & Memon, 
2007; Sporer & Martschuk, 2014, for reviews). Indeed, the distribution of identification 
responses indicated that the number of erroneous identifications increased with age. But our 
analyses show that this pattern is not simply due to older adults being more willing to make 
an identification. Instead, our data suggest that the errors are due to a genuine decline in 
ability to discriminate between those who are innocent and guilty. 
Why might aging be associated with a decline in recognition performance? One 
explanation is that our ability to recollect source-specific information declines over the 
lifespan, which results in a greater reliance on familiarity processes with age (Healy et al., 
2005; Searcy et al., 1999). Older adults were more likely to make erroneous identifications 
than young adults. Presumably this is because the faces in the lineups were very similar and 
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so even the new faces evoked signals of perceived familiarity (Bartlett et al., 1984; Edmonds 
et al., 2012; Young et al., 1985). Further support for this theoretical account comes from our 
modeling. If older adults are more reliant on a general feeling of familiarity, then the strength 
of the memory signal from new faces in the lineup (i.e., those in the innocent distribution) 
should be closer to the strength of the memory signal from the real culprit (i.e., those in the 
guilty distribution). Indeed, we found a statistically significant increase in the overlap of the 
innocent and guilty distributions with age. 
Our finding that ability to discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects declines 
with age is concordant with face recognition studies in the broader literature (e.g., Lamont et 
al., 2005). Face recognition is dependent on processing the spatial distances between facial 
features (configural processing) and processing the face as a whole (holistic processing; see 
Tanaka & Gordon, 2011, for a review). Therefore, our finding also fits with the idea that 
aging might be associated with a decline in configural or holistic processing (see Boutet, 
Taler, & Collin, 2015, for a review). More specifically, considering the eyewitness 
identification literature, our finding that discriminability declines with age is consistent with a 
recent meta-analysis (Fitzgerald & Price, 2015). Key et al. (2015), by contrast, found 
equivalent performance in their young and older subjects using ROC analysis. One possible 
reason for these contradictory findings is that Key et al.’s young and older groups consisted 
of subjects aged 18-59 and over 60, respectively. Our results suggest that discriminability 
begins to decline from early adulthood (aged 18-30) to middle-age (aged 31-59). 
Performance in Key et al.’s young group may have been artificially low because of its wide 
age range. Therefore, it is possible that the non-significant difference in discriminability 
between the young and older adults reflected how their young and older age groups were 
defined. 
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So, why is all this important? Greater theoretical understanding of how memory 
changes with healthy aging can be used to advance appropriate procedures to help aid 
identification accuracy. Many studies have attempted to reduce older adults’ false 
identification rate by reducing their proclivity to choose (e.g., Memon & Gabbert, 2003; Rose 
et al., 2005; Wilcock et al., 2005). But our data suggest that encouraging older adults to be 
more conservative when they make a decision will not reduce the age-related deficit in 
performance. Instead, our results indicate that procedures need to target middle-aged and 
older adults’ ability to discriminate between who is innocent and who is guilty. 
One might argue that our older adult sample made more identification errors simply 
because their eyesight was poorer than the young and middle-aged subjects. However, there 
are at least three reasons why this counter explanation is unlikely to explain our results. First, 
the older adults, like the young and middle-aged adults, were more willing to identify the 
suspect in the unfair lineups than in the fair lineups. This suggests that older subjects saw the 
distinctive feature in the video because they subsequently picked the only person with a 
distinctive feature in the lineup task. Second, we asked a separate group of young (n = 20, 
aged 18-30) and older (n = 29, aged 60-85) adults to watch the mock crime video and then 
describe the culprit’s appearance. The proportion of young and older adults who correctly 
described the distinctive feature did not differ for either the mugging or the graffiti video (ps 
> .19). This suggests that the vision of both young and older adults was good enough to see 
and encode the face of the culprit. Finally, the findings from our identification responses 
analyses are consistent with many laboratory-based studies that likely had greater control 
over whether subjects were wearing glasses, if necessary (e.g., Badham, Wade, Watts, 
Woods, & Maylor, 2013). Therefore, it seems that recognition memory ability on lineup tasks 
declines with age. 
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Perhaps most strikingly, our study has shown that despite older adults’ poorer 
recognition memory ability, suspect identifications made by older adults can be almost as 
accurate as those made by young and middle-aged adults, when the confidence judgment 
expressed immediately after the identification decision is taken into account. In practice, this 
finding is important for legal decision-makers because it means that a suspect identification 
made with a particular level of confidence is likely to be similarly accurate regardless of 
whether it is made by a young, middle-aged or older adult. Recall that in our modeling 
(which accounted for all identification decisions) we found that the confidence criteria 
naturally spread out along the decision axis as d' declined with age. The fact that there were 
no significant differences in suspect identification accuracy between the age groups at each 
level of confidence indicates that the extent of spreading was generally appropriate to account 
for the decline in d'. Theoretically, this illustrates that older adults are, on the whole, able to 
assess the likely accuracy of their memories. 
Recall also, however, that there was a trend for the older adults to be slightly (but not 
significantly) less accurate at each confidence level than the young and middle-aged adults in 
our confidence-accuracy plot. To investigate this further, we separated our older adults into 
young-old (aged 60–70) and old-old (aged 71+) groups, and we saw the same numerical 
pattern: old-old adults were slightly (but not significantly) less accurate at each confidence 
level than the young-old adults (see Figure S3, online supplement). This trend accords with 
other research that shows that older adults can have reduced metacognitive monitoring of 
recently encountered information (e.g., Dodson & Krueger, 2006), can experience high-
confidence false memories (e.g., Dodson, Bawa, & Krueger, 2007), and sometimes have a 
tendency for less flexible criterion placement in difficult memory tasks (e.g., Koutstaal, 
2006). Thus, there is some basis for the idea that aging may be associated with a difference in 
adjusting criteria to account for poorer memory ability. One theory suggests that people are 
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usually adept at assigning appropriate confidence judgments because they have learned 
through error feedback training the situations in which their memory is and is not likely to be 
accurate (Mickes, Hwe, Wais, & Wixted, 2011; Stretch & Wixted, 1998; also see Lindsay, 
Read, & Sharma, 1998). Therefore, it is possible that, as we age, memory ability declines 
quicker than we are able to learn about the degree of our memory impairment though error 
feedback training. This might explain why our older adults failed to adjust their confidence 
criteria to the extent required for them to be just as accurate as the young and middle-aged 
adults. Notably, this idea is based on trends, and not statistically significant differences, in 
our data. Therefore, our main conclusion still stands: suspect identifications made by older 
adults are as accurate as those made by young and middle-aged adults when their confidence 
judgment is taken into account. Nevertheless, examining the role of error feedback training in 
older adults could be a fruitful avenue for further research.  
Finally, our comparison between performance on fair and unfair lineups is also 
important. We found that subjects of all ages were more willing to identify the suspect, but, 
critically, were also less able to discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects on unfair 
lineups compared to fair lineups. Indeed, ability to discriminate on unfair lineups was 
remarkably poor in all age groups. Suspect identification accuracy was also reduced at almost 
every confidence level on unfair lineups, compared to fair lineups. This suggests that subjects 
were not aware that their accuracy was poor on the unfair lineups and did not adjust their 
confidence judgments accordingly. These results replicate the findings of Colloff et al. (2016) 
and reiterate the need for fair lineups for witnesses of all ages.5 Interestingly, these results are 
predicted by the diagnostic-feature-detection model, which suggests that witnesses are less 
able to distinguish between innocent and guilty suspects when they rely on features that both 
innocent and guilty suspects share (Wixted & Mickes, 2014). Presumably, our fair lineups 
prevented subjects from relying on the distinctive feature to make their identification decision 
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because the feature was either concealed (pixelation and block) or appeared on every lineup 
member (replication). Our unfair lineups, however, did not provide this protection because 
only one lineup member—the suspect—had the distinctive feature, and so subjects relied the 
feature to make their identification decision. Theoretically, then, our research lends support to 
the idea that fair lineups may enhance people’s ability to discriminate between innocent and 
guilty suspects because fair lineups prevent reliance on facial features that are non-diagnostic 
of guilt, whereas unfair lineups do not. 
To conclude, we have shown that errors made by older individuals on lineup tasks are 
likely attributable to a genuine decline in ability to tell the difference between who is 
innocent and who is guilty, rather than an increased willingness to make an identification. 
Although further research is required before practical recommendations are made to the 
Criminal Justice System, our results add to the growing literature that suggests that if you 
were a police officer you should always use fair lineups to enhance your witness’s accuracy. 
But, crucially, our results provide new, preliminary evidence that if you were a judge 
considering an identification made at a particular level of confidence, you should impart the 
same amount of trust in the identification regardless of whether it was made by a young, 
middle-aged or older eyewitness.  
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Footnotes 
1 We do not discuss subjects’ ratings on this scale because it is outside the scope of the 
current paper. 
2 Calculating pAUC is appropriate because, for a lineup task, the maximum HR and FAR are 
both likely to be less than 1 even when responding is infinitely liberal (in which case every 
witness would make an identification). Unless memory is perfect, some witnesses will fail to 
recognize the perpetrator from target-present lineups. If they make an identification anyway, 
this will sometimes land on a foil. Hence, unless every witness recognizes the perpetrator 
(i.e., unless memory is perfect), the maximum HR will be less than 1. The constraint on the 
maximum FAR is even more severe. The FAR was calculated using false identifications of 
innocent suspects (it did not include incorrect identifications of foils). If every witness made 
a guess in a fair target-absent lineup, the maximum FAR of innocent suspects is 1/n, where n 
is lineup size. Thus, in our case, the maximum FAR was 1/6 = .017. With a maximum HR of 
less than 1 and a maximum FAR of much less than 1, pAUC—rather than the full AUC—
must be used as the dependent measure. When calculating pAUC, one must define the 
specificity (1 – FAR), which is the range of the curve that one wishes to measure. We used 
the FAR range covered by the least extensive curve to set the specificity (1 – .098) to .902 
(Colloff et al., 2016, discuss the benefits of this method). Using a FAR range from 0 to .098 
means that a pAUC of .005 represents chance discrimination (i.e., .098 * .098 * .50 = .005) 
and a pAUC of .098 represents maximum discrimination (i.e., 1 * .098 = .098). 
3 We examined whether the fair lineups enhanced discriminability more than the unfair 
lineups in each age group. We also examined whether all three age groups had similar 
discriminability on the unfair lineups (see supplemental materials). Though the trends were 
always the same in the modeling and ROC analysis, there were two occasions when the 
statistical significance (p value) was different across the two types of analyses. In older 
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adults, the difference in discriminability between the fair and unfair lineups only approached 
significance in the modeling (p = .08), but was marginally significant in the ROC analysis (p 
= .05). Also, on the unfair lineups, older adults had significantly worse discriminability than 
young adults in the modeling (p < .001), but this comparison was not statistically significant 
in the ROC analysis (p = .96). Nevertheless, it is important to note that, regardless of which 
type of analysis we use, our conclusion remains the same: unfair lineups yield poor 
discriminability in subjects of all ages. 
4 Non-significant chi-square goodness-of-fit statistics (i.e., p > .05) indicate that the data do 
not significantly deviate from the model-predicted values, that is, they indicate that the model 
fits the data well.  
5 In the current study, the suspect identification accuracy of the young adults at the lowest 
level of confidence (i.e., 0-20) on the unfair lineups was considerably poorer than the suspect 
identification accuracy at the lowest level of confidence as reported by Colloff et al. (2016). 
The accuracy of the young adults on unfair lineups in the 0-20 confidence bin in the current 
study should be interpreted with caution because there were only three subjects in this age 
group who made a suspect identification decision with this level of confidence. 
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Table 1 
Demographic Information for the Young, Middle-aged, and Older Groups 
 Young Middle-aged Older 
Sex    
Male 311 292 307 
Female 579 598 583 
Age (years)    
M 22.48 42.49 68.82 
SD 3.70 8.27 6.41 
Range 18-30 31-59 60-95 
Race or ethnicity    
White/European 856 861 853 
Latin/Hispanic 1 1 0 
Black/African/Caribbean 9 9 8 
South Asian 5 8 5 
East Asian 0 1 0 
Middle Eastern 1 0 1 
Mixed 5 5 6 
Other 3 3 3 
Prefer not to say 10 2 14 
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Table 2 
Observed and Predicted Identification Responses in Each Confidence Bin in the Fair 
Lineups for the Young, Middle-aged and Older Adults 
 Target present Target absent 
Confidence 
Guilty 
Suspect Foil 
Incorrect 
Rejection Foil 
Correct 
Rejection 
Young 
0-20      
Observed 11.00 19.00 - 40.00 - 
Predicted 13.26 17.88 - 38.66 - 
30-40      
Observed 22.00 28.00 - 42.00 - 
Predicted 20.58 24.22 - 46.93 - 
50-60      
Observed 38.00 25.00 - 57.00 - 
Predicted 33.45 31.72 - 53.97 - 
70-80      
Observed 40.00 21.00 - 50.00 - 
Predicted 42.57 27.94 - 41.29 - 
90-100      
Observed 39.00 10.00 - 15.00 - 
Predicted 36.72 11.61 - 15.23 - 
Total      
Observed - - 87.00 - 144.00 
Predicted - - 80.04 - 151.92 
Middle-aged 
0-20      
Observed 15.00 21.00 - 26.00 - 
Predicted 11.38 17.40 - 34.28 - 
30-40      
Observed 16.00 13.00 - 38.00 - 
Predicted 13.56 18.86 - 34.45 - 
50-60      
Observed 40.00 35.00 - 74.00 - 
Predicted 36.40 41.86 - 68.42 - 
70-80      
Observed 45.00 21.00 - 48.00 - 
Predicted 37.96 30.75 - 44.01 - 
90-100      
Observed 24.00 15.00 - 21.00 - 
Predicted 30.94 13.14 - 17.01 - 
Total      
Observed - - 95.00 - 141.00 
Predicted - - 87.73 - 149.83 
Older 
0-20      
Observed 11.00 23.00 - 35.00 - 
Predicted 10.22 22.20 - 36.12 - 
30-40      
Observed 14.00 25.00 - 42.00 - 
Predicted 13.11 26.42 - 40.80 - 
50-60      
Observed 31.00 61.00 - 89.00 - 
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Predicted 35.04 59.86 - 85.31 - 
70-80      
Observed 26.00 25.00 - 40.00 - 
Predicted 22.93 29.49 - 38.70 - 
90-100      
Observed 15.00 6.00 - 18.00 - 
Predicted 13.99 11.62 - 14.56 - 
Total      
Observed - - 103.00 - 124.00 
Predicted - - 95.12 - 132.49 
Note. The total row displays all reject identification decisions because the model does not 
account for the confidence level with which lineup rejections are made. 
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Table 3 
Full and Constrained (d') Model Fits for the Young vs. Middle-aged, Young vs. 
Older, and Middle-aged vs. Older Fair Lineup Comparisons  
 Full Model Constrained Model 
Estimate Young Middle-aged Young Middle-aged 
µguilty (d') 1.21 1.07 1.14 1.14 
c1 1.13 1.12 1.12 1.13 
c2 1.31 1.28 1.30 1.29 
c3 1.54 1.44 1.53 1.46 
c4 1.89 1.86 1.88 1.87 
c5 2.44 2.39 2.42 2.41 
Overall χ2 26.12 27.99 
Overall df 18 19 
Overall p .10 .08 
 Young Older Young Older 
µguilty (d') 1.21 0.72 0.99 0.99 
c1 1.13 1.04 1.09 1.08 
c2 1.31 1.21 1.27 1.25 
c3 1.54 1.40 1.49 1.44 
c4 1.89 1.92 1.84 1.97 
c5 2.44 2.45 2.36 2.50 
Overall χ2 15.90 38.33 
Overall df 18 19 
Overall p .60 .005 
 Middle-aged Older Middle-aged Older 
µguilty (d') 1.07 0.72 0.91 0.91 
c1 1.12 1.04 1.07 1.09 
c2 1.28 1.21 1.23 1.25 
c3 1.44 1.40 1.42 1.41 
c4 1.86 1.92 1.96 1.83 
c5 2.39 2.45 2.49 2.37 
Overall χ2 23.98 35.29 
Overall df 18 19 
Overall p .16 .01 
Note. The full model allows d' to differ between the two age groups being 
compared. The constrained model holds d' constant across the two age groups 
being compared. Overall χ2, df and p rows represent goodness-of-fit statistics 
when the model was fit to the two age groups together. 
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Table 4 
Full, Reduced and Constrained (Confidence Criteria) Model Fits for the Young vs. Older Fair 
Lineup Comparisons 
 Full Model Reduced  
(Linear, c1 - c5) 
Model 
Reduced  
(Linear, c1, c2, c4, c5) 
Model 
Constrained Model 
Estimate Young Older Young Older Young Older Young Older 
µguilty (d') 1.21 0.72 1.20 0.71 1.20 0.72 1.17 0.76 
c1 1.13 1.04 1.13 1.03 1.13 1.04 1.08 1.08 
c2 1.31 1.21 1.30 1.21 1.29 1.22 1.25 1.25 
c3 1.54 1.40 1.50 1.43 1.54 1.40 1.46 1.46 
c4 1.89 1.92 1.92 1.89 1.91 1.90 1.91 1.91 
c5 2.44 2.45 2.44 2.45 2.42 2.47 2.44 2.44 
a - 1.09 1.11 1 
b - –0.21 –0.21 0 
Overall χ2 15.90 28.60 18.92 34.44 
Overall df 18 21 20 23 
Overall p .60 .12 .53 .06 
Note. The full model allows the confidence criteria (c1 - c5) to differ between the young and 
older groups. The reduced (linear) model allows the confidence criteria to differ between the 
young and older groups by a linear transformation. The reduced (linear, c1, c2, c4, c5) model 
allows the confidence criteria c1, c2, c4, and c5 to differ between the young and older groups by a 
linear transformation, and leaves c3 free to vary. The constrained model holds the confidence 
criteria constant across the young and older groups. Overall χ2, df and p rows represent 
goodness-of-fit statistics when the model was fit to the two age groups together. 
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Figure 1. Examples of (A) a replication lineup, (B) a pixelation lineup, (C) a block lineup, 
and (D) a do-nothing (unfair) lineup. Top left image in each lineup is the suspect with the 
distinctive facial feature. 
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Figure 2. Identification responses made by the young, middle-aged and older adults in (A) target-
present and (B) target-absent lineups, as a function of lineup type. In fair target-absent lineups, the 
number of innocent suspect identifications was estimated by dividing the total number of false 
identifications by 6, and the number of foil identifications was estimated by dividing the total 
number of false identifications by 6 and then multiplying this by 5. In unfair target-absent lineups, 
the number of innocent suspect identifications was the number of times the person with the 
distinctive feature was identified and the number of foil identifications was the number of times a 
foil without the distinctive feature was identified. Data labels are absolute frequencies. 
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Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves for the fair and unfair lineups for the young, 
middle-aged, and older adults. The dashed line represents chance-level performance. 
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Figure 4. Signal-detection model for a fair lineup. The dashed distribution represents 
identifications of innocent suspects and foils, and the solid distribution represents 
identifications of guilty suspects. Adapted from “A signal-detection-based diagnostic-
feature-detection model of eyewitness identification,” by J. T. Wixted and L. Mickes, 2014, 
Psychological Review, 121, p. 267. Copyright 2014 by the American Psychological 
Association. ! !
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Figure 5. Innocent and guilty distributions for the (A) young, (B) middle-aged, and 
(C) older adults using the best-fitting signal-detection model parameters. d' measures 
subjects’ ability to discriminate between innocent and guilty faces, with lower values 
indicating poorer discriminability. c1, c2, c3, c4 and c5 are a set of response criteria 
that reflect different levels of confidence.!
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Figure 6. The best-fitting model confidence criteria parameters (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5) for 
the young versus older adults. The dashed line is y = x. 
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Figure 7. Confidence-accuracy curves for suspect identifications in (A) fair lineups made by 
each age group, (B) fair and unfair lineups made by young adults, (C) fair and unfair lineups 
made by middle-aged adults, and (D) fair and unfair lineups made by older adults. Error bars 
indicate ±1 SE. The dashed diagonal line signifies chance-level accuracy at the lowest 
confidence bin (0-20) and perfect accuracy at the highest confidence bin (90-100). 
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